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Abstract 

Critical thinking is recognized as a key skill of the 21st century. The basis for the development of 
critical thinking can be integrated scientific disciplines and the associated scientific method. The 
learning model should be based on the essence of science as a process of discovering something new and 
teaching materials should become simulators of 'making discoveries' by recreating the situation of 
scientific search. The article describes a relatively new type of educational materials – natural-scientific 
cases (NSC). NSC is based on real-world problem situations, which are solved with the help of a chain 
of tasks that guides the student along the path of the scientific method. The formulations of the tasks 
are aimed at the development and diagnosis of critical thinking. An experiment on the introduction of 
cases into the educational process of two Moscow universities is described in the article. The results 
obtained indicate that the use of a set of NSC has a double positive effect: the natural science 
complex serves as an excellent basis for the development of critical thinking, and an increase in the 
level of thinking contributes to a more productive assimilation of natural science material.    
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1. Introduction 

Critical thinking is a necessary skill for the 21st century (Utami et al., 2019). Usually, it is taught in 

a special course. But there is a point of view that the development of critical thinking in the framework of 

academic disciplines is more fruitful (McPeck, 1981): thinking and knowledge are interconnected, thinking 

allows you to assimilate knowledge, and knowledge is the basis for the development of thinking (Halpern, 

2014). Natural sciences have a high potential for the formation of critical thinking. Critical thinking is the 

cognitive foundation of the scientific method. On the other hand, following the scientific method in teaching 

develops critical thinking (Parwati et al., 2019). The starting point for the scientific method is the problem 

situation. Since the problem associated with real processes, phenomena, objects is difficult to attribute to 

any specific discipline, then for the development of critical thinking, it is integrated courses (Dumitru, 

2012). But for this, from a learning model based on memorizing and reproducing knowledge, it is necessary 

to move to a model based on the essence of science as a process of discovering something new: a process-

oriented model is more productive for developing thinking than a content-driven model (Forawi, 2016).  

To implement such learning model, special teaching materials are needed, which, firstly, would 

serve as a guide in comprehending the scientific method, focusing not on the correctness of the answers, 

but on the approaches and ways to solving the tasks, opening science for students not as a warehouse of 

ready-made knowledge, but teaching tools for discovering something new (Mitra & Arora, 2010), and 

secondly, their content would not be the sum of tasks of monodisciplines, but integrated – that is, it 

considered natural phenomena and processes from different angles of view, third, the wording of the tasks 

contributed to the development of critical thinking, and fourth, some of the tasks performed diagnostic 

functions. 

2. Problem Statement 

Such teaching materials have not yet been developed in Russia. Thus, the problem arises of testing 

the hypothesis that critical thinking can be effectively developed on the content of integrated scientific 

courses without losing the quality of scientific training. 

3. Research Questions 

 Identification of the features of educational materials that contribute to the development of 

thinking. 

 Exploring the diagnostic capabilities of such training materials. 

 Assessing the impact of these materials on students' thinking.  

 Assessment of the influence of these materials on the assimilation of natural science material 

by students. 

4. Purpose of the Study 

Development, testing and analysis of educational materials aimed at developing students' critical 

thinking on integrated natural science content. 
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5. Research Methods 

The experiment was conducted in two universities in Moscow.  

5.1. Research on question 1 

From 2013 to 2016, the MPSU was developing, testing and correcting educational materials, with 

which 152 students-future teachers of physics, computer science and technology -worked at seminars of 

the discipline 'Natural Science Picture of the world' under the guidance of 1 professor and 2 assistants. 

It was determined that the learning model based on following the scientific method, as if repeating 

the path of the scientist to the discovery, well corresponds to problem-situational tasks (cases). The use of 

case studies improves students' understanding of the content of natural science disciplines (Korobova et al., 

2019) and significantly affects critical thinking skills, especially if problem situations are related to the 

reality of the surrounding world (Abrami et al., 2015). Therefore, the training materials were created in the 

form of natural science case studies (NSC). 

To design an NSC, it is necessary to have a context-sensitive definition of critical thinking. There 

are many competing definitions of critical thinking (Wilson, 2016). For example, there is debate over 

whether creativity is part of critical thinking (Wechsler et al., 2018). But studies by Danczak et al. (2017) 

have shown that students, teachers and employers associated with natural sciences associate critical 

thinking with the concepts of 'analysis', 'objectivity', 'rationality', 'assessment', 'identification of 

opportunities and problems', 'research' and 'project', the implementation of which is impossible without 

creativity. Therefore, thinking logical, rational, creative and reflective can be considered as the main 

components of critical thinking from the point of view of the practice of science education. 

The NSC consists of 3 parts: a description of the problem, 30-40 tasks and reference material. The 

problem situation of the NSC should not have an obvious or well-known solution, since only an object 

about which there are no reliable ideas prompts our thinking to research (Plato, 1936). Tasks help to isolate 

the essence of the problem, suggest a way to overcome difficulties, focus on the features of experiments 

and the applied meaning of theories. The assignments play the role of Socrates' questions.  

The third component of the NSC is background information in the form of formulas, pictures, 

diagrams, tables, which allows even humanities students to work with NSC without resorting to additional 

sources of information, relying only on their thinking skills. 

It is advisable to begin acquaintance with the problematic situation of the NSC under the guidance 

of a professor at the seminar, which is explained by the tendency of people to become more curious as the 

volume of knowledge about the subject they perceive increases (Loewenstein, 1994). When the situation 

becomes clear and interesting to the student, its solution is transferred to the area of independent work.  

The second reason for such organization of work with the NSC is associated with the Zeigarnik 

effect, when students who have partially completed the NSC are more likely to prefer to finish an already 

started case than to complete a new task of the same volume. At the seminar, it is advisable to complete 

about half of the tasks that make up this NSC and discuss with the students the specifics of the tasks 

remaining for independent study. This is due to the Hemingway effect, in which the motivation for 

completing a task is inversely proportional to the volume of the remaining part of the task and is directly 
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proportional to the understanding of what exactly needs to be done to complete the task (Oyamaa et al., 

2018). The group interaction also appears to be a significant contributor to the improvement of reasoning 

(McConnell et al., 2018). Therefore, students work in groups of 2-3 people. 

Let us consider as an example some of the tasks of the 'Galilei' NSC (Solodikhina, 2020). The 

starting point for the scientific method is the observation of Galileo Galilei during the Sunday service in 

the cathedral at Pisa at a chandelier: he found that the oscillation frequency of the chandelier does not 

change. 

The first problem situation: 'How could Galileo measure the frequency of vibrations of the 

chandelier, if he did not have a clock with him?' - embarrasses students. 

Many students are accustomed to the fact that any question or problem has the only correct answer, 

and all the information necessary and sufficient to answer is contained in the formulation. With this 

approach, a shortage of new ideas arises. There is no “correct” answer to this question - it is not known for 

certain whether Galileo really observed the chandelier and somehow determined the frequency of its 

oscillations. One can only make hypotheses where the meter can be any uniform process: pulse, breath, 

music rhythm, internal counting, uniform walking, candle melting, etc. It is critical thinking that initiates 

the act of hypothesis, and the generation of hypotheses serves as an impetus for the release of students' 

creativity. The scientific method uses experimentation to analyze any hypothesis. Therefore, to answer the 

question: 'What does the frequency of oscillation of the chandelier depend on?' students should plan and 

implement experiments. The skill of designing and conducting scientific experiments is among the most 

important skills influencing the development of critical thinking (Forawi, 2016). 

The conclusion of the experiment is that the frequency of vibrations does not depend on mass led 

Galileo to the inference that the speed of falling bodies is independent of mass. This contradicted the 

assertion of Aristotle, the indisputable authority in the time of Galileo, that the speed of falling bodies is 

proportional to their mass. This is the second problem situation. 

To develop critical thinking skills, it is useful to show students situations when everyday feelings or 

the opinion of an authority turned out to be inconsistent with the truth. One of the obstacles in the practice 

of critical thinking is the tendency of people to agree with 'authoritative' statements without subjecting them 

to validation, therefore, the main abilities of critical thinking include clarifying the subject matter (Ennis, 

1996) using, for example, active debate (Aini et al., 2019). The description of the experiment with the fall 

of two nuclei from the Leaning Tower of Pisa does not unambiguously solve the problem, since, according 

to legend, the lighter nucleus fell behind by the thickness of two fingers. The dispute can be resolved on 

the basis of a mathematical calculation. This reveals mathematics as an effective way to practice critical 

thinking (Su et al., 2016).  

Similarly, other real and thought experiments of Galileo, their consequences, which led to many 

discoveries and the creation of modern science, are considered. Most importantly, drawing the attention of 

students to such imperatives of the ethos of science as universalism (evaluation of an idea by its content, 

not the author) and skepticism (critical attitude to any scientific ideas and their verification) (Merton, 1942), 

which in a broad sense forms the basis of the critical thinking strategy. 
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5.2. Research on question 2 

In a experiment 2016-2020, 62 students of the Master's program 'Modern Natural Science' and 

'Astrocomic Education' of the MPGU participated. All students studied 10 NSCs and 7 tests to assess logic, 

creativity, reflection, and rationality. For 2 years, the work of each of the students was analyzed in the study 

of three scientific disciplines, the development of a natural science project and the writing of a master's 

thesis. The mechanism for comparing tasks for evaluating logical thinking was described Solodikhina et al. 

(2020). The criterion validity of tasks was proved as the degree of correlation between the indicators 

obtained by the subjects, on the one hand, by the NSC method, on the other hand (the comparison was 

carried out in pairs) - when using tests with previously proven validity and expert evaluation. The criterion 

validity of tasks for evaluating the components of thinking ranged from 0.58 to 0.89, which allowed us to 

consider the case tasks as a fairly reliable tool for diagnosing the components of critical thinking. 

5.3. Research on question 3 

The participants of the experiment were 3 teachers and 3 subgroups of RUDN’s students: 32 students 

of the Faculty of Physics, Mathematics and Natural Sciences (the main subgroup); 76 students of the 

Philological Faculty (the main subgroup); 216 students of the Philological Faculty (an additional subgroup, 

studying on-line). There was no control group.  

About half of the tasks of each of the eight NSCs were performed by students at seminars. These 

tasks served as a teaching function. The rest of the assignments were performed by students as independent 

homework. These tasks performed a diagnostic function. 

Students performed the NSC voluntarily. Instead of NSC, they could prepare reports. Such students 

were not included in the study (there were 5.4% of the total number of students). 

In the survey, students identified creativity and logic as the most important for their future 

professional activities. Therefore, the study focuses on these components of critical thinking. 

5.3.1. Studying the influence of NSCs on student' creative thinking 

In the experiment, creative thinking was estimated by: 

 

 the ability to put forward a hypothesis and suggest ways to test it (for example, to put forward a 

hypothesis of the reasons for the lag of the pendulum in French Guiana by 2 minutes a day 

relative to Paris, and to propose ways to test it), 

 the ability to offer ideas for solving a problem (for example, ways in which Galileo could find 

the mass of air) or resourcefulness when creating models for experiments from available tools, 

 the creativity of the plot of the video, which explained the experiments (for example, the plot 

of the video, which reproduces Galileo's thought experiment with the movement of balls on an 

inclined plane). 
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In total, there were 65 creative tasks in the NSCs, of which 38 tasks were used as diagnostic ones: 

16 tasks of type 1, 14 tasks of type 2 and 8 tasks of type 3. Answers to creative tasks were evaluated on 10 

parameters: 

 

 the presence of a description of the problem with the statement of several (as many as possible) 

possible parties and connections, 

 proposing several ideas or approaches to solving the problem, 

 diversity of the proposed ideas and flexibility as the ability to abandon the acquired point of 

view, 

 unusual, originality or rarity of ideas, 

 the use of a transdisciplinary approach to ideas and methods of their assessment, that is, the 

ability to move into related fields of science, 

 the ability to regroup ideas and connections, to comprehend the available information from a 

new perspective, 

 the thoroughness of the development, the degree of detail of the answer, 

 expansion and going beyond the expected result, 

 use of imagination, 

 richness of word usage. 

 

Accordingly, the student was assigned an average score for all creative tasks in this NSC on a 10-

point scale. 

Figure 1 show the results of evaluation of students' creativity for the main subgroup.  

Initially, science students were better at completing tasks of types 1 and 2, since they more often 

had contact with such mental operations as hypothesis and its verification, including by creating models 

and conducting experiments.  

The lower score of students of philology on the interval [1;3] was also determined by the fact that 

in the NSC №1 they did not complete about an eighth of the tasks of the first and second types, and after 

NSC №3 the share of unfulfilled tasks decreased to one-thirty. Natural science students completed almost 

all of the assignments during the entire course, except for video assignments 

. Starting from NSC №4, no significant difference between the average results (indicated by lines) 

of philological and science students has been revealed. But, science students created an average of 1.8 

videos per person for the entire period of study, and philology students created 2.6 videos per person. 
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 Points received by students for solving tasks for evaluating creativity of three different types 

On the interval [1;3], the growth of points was ensured by an increase in  

 

 the number of tasks completed;  

 the number of expressed ideas and hypotheses (for example, when solving NSC # 1, students 

of each group suggested 1-3 different adequate experimental ideas, and starting from NSC 4 

the number of proposed adequate sets began to reach 5), 

 the complication of the video plots: the share of video experiments with a meaningful plot, and 

not only the recording of the experience, increased from 0,2 to 1 already to NSC №3. 

 

Presumably, the increase in points in the interval [1;3] is explained by the gradual adaptation of 

students to new types of tasks, and the increase in points in the interval [4;8] reflects the change in the level 

of their creative thinking. The determination of the significance of changes in the interval [4;8] was carried 

out by calculating the empirical value of the t-test for dependent samples, where the initial data had a normal 

distribution, based on the average difference in values between the results of NSC №8 and NSC №4. 

Empirical value of the t-test (Table 1) for all types of tasks and groups of respondents, except for the task 

for creating a video clip of experiments (type 3) for science students (tэ=1,28), corresponds to a significance 

level of 0.05 and allows assessing the impact of NSC on development creative thinking of students as 

positive. Science students have produced too few videos for the change in score for Type 3 assignments to 

be statistically significant. The influence of case-based learning is more noticeable among students of 

philology, since the difference in values of the t-test between science students and students of philology 

cannot be explained only by a different number of respondents. 

The results of the additional subgroup confirm the same trend: a noticeable increase in scores on the 

first three NSCs, especially for tasks of the first type, a slowdown in the growth of scores to the NSC №7. 
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The peculiarity of on-line training affected a large number of created videos, which gave the value te=3.32 

for the empirical value of the criterion of type 3 assignment. 

 

Table 1.  The empirical value of the t-test for dependent samples based on the average difference in 
values between the results of performing tasks on creativity of NSC 8 and 4 

Respondents The amount of the 
respondents 

t-test depending on the type of tasks 
Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 

Science students 32 2.796 2.524 1.276 
Philology students 76 4.207 5.789 2.245 

5.3.2. Studying the influence of NSCs on students' logical thinking 

The basis of logical thinking is the ability to analyze and interpret information, evaluation the 

validity and acceptability of judgments, arguments and beliefs (Pešić, 2007), make logically correct 

inferences of three types: deductive reasoning, inductive reasoning, and conclusion of value judgments 

(Ennis, 1996).   

Therefore, the NSCs contain tasks for assessing logical thinking of three types: 

 

 on the analysis and interpretation of scientific information such as 'continue a logical chain', 

'insert missing', etc., for example: add a visualization of Galileo's thought experiment about the 

fall of a chicken egg and marble egg, with which he explained the lag of the light nucleus 

(Figure 2); 

 

 

 Explanation of the lagging of the light nucleus 

 on the formulation of inferences and their argumentation or on the analysis of certain 

hypotheses and judgments, for example: explain whether hypothetical experiment with the 

falling of nuclei from the Leaning Tower of Pisa has refuted or confirmed the hypothesis of 

Aristotle? 

 on building an algorithm. For example, the task of constructing an extensive algorithm of 

Galileo's actions, where one of the finales is the creation of a pendulum clock, the second is the 

formulation of the law of inertia, the third is the definition of the laws of motion of bodies in 

the earth's gravity field and the magnitude of the acceleration of free fall, and on a global scale 

– to the formation of modern natural science, based on a verifiable experiment with a system of 

logically rigorous proofs. 
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Eight NSCs had 132 tasks for evaluating logical thinking, of which 76 tasks were used for 

diagnostics: 36 tasks of the 1st type, 22 tasks of the 2nd type and 18 tasks of the 3rd type. All tasks were 

evaluated on a 10-point scale. 

The score for the first type of tasks was proportional to the correctly spelled words or images. For 

tasks with the only one correct answer, the presence of the correct answer was estimated at 1-point, higher 

points were given in the presence of calculations and / or a chain of inferences that led to the answer. 

In the scientific method, inferences are accompanied by logically rigorous evidence supporting them 

with proven reliability. Therefore, in the tasks of the second type, the presence of only inferences in the 

student's answer was estimated at 1 point. If, in addition to the conclusion itself, the student wrote down 

some arguments, but did not build a strict logical chain from them, then he received 2-3 points. Up to 7 

points, the student received for argumentation with references to reliable sources, demonstration of the 

relationship of inference with arguments, and the arguments themselves are correct, relevant and directly 

related to the subject of discussion. 

The results of evaluating three types of logic tasks are shown in Figure 3. The increase in the average 

score in the interval [1;3] can be explained by the students' habituation to the requirements to argue all 

statements and conclusions and was provided by the quantitative growth of reasoned answers. Starting with 

NSC №4, almost all students began to explain their decisions and write a chain of conclusions that led to 

the resulting conclusions. In the interval [4;8], the slow growth was due to an improvement in the quality 

of argumentation and a certain increase in the number of correct answers to logical tasks. 

 

 

 The points received by students for solving logical problems of the NSC of three different 
types 
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Students performed best on the tasks for the analysis and interpretation of information (type 1). For 

science students, this type of task is familiar, which determined the initially high scores. Many students 

wrote down only a brief conclusion when solving the first three NSC in answers to tasks where it was 

necessary to comment or explain the conclusion (type 2). They began to write down the entire logical chain 

that led to this conclusion, only after the fourth NSC. But the quality of argumentation of this logical chain 

by the NSC №8 improved only among those students to whom the teacher explained specific logical 

mistakes made by them in individual consultations. As a result, the scores for this type of tasks demonstrate 

the smallest growth in the interval [4; 8], up to the fact that for natural science students it becomes 

statistically insignificant at a significance level of 0.05: the empirical value of the t-test for dependent 

samples, where the initial data had a normal distribution, is 1.91 (Table 2). This probably requires more 

study of the NSC and the efforts of teachers to improve the quality of argumentation. 

 

Table 2.  The empirical value of the t-test for dependent samples based on the average difference in 
values between the results of performing tasks on the logic of NSC 8 and 4 

Respondents The amount of the 
respondents 

t-test depending on the type of tasks 
Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 

Science students 32 5.518 1.913 2.048 
Philology students 76 5.967 2.395 4.272 

 

The rapid increase in the average score in the interval [1; 4] for solving tasks for composing 

algorithms (type 3) is due to the fact that students had no experience in composing algorithms related to 

some real situations, and not mathematical abstractions. Therefore, many students, when solving the NSC 

1-3, either did not perform tasks, or made extremely schematic algorithms. But after discussing several 

algorithms in the class, the situation changed: all students began to perform tasks of the third type, and the 

points began to grow due to a better logical sequence of actions and more detailed algorithms. This growth 

was significant: in the interval [4;8] for 5 of 6 positions, the empirical value of the t-test for dependent 

samples is statistically significant for a significance level of 0.05, which indicates a positive effect of 

training on the results.  

The results of the additional subgroup differed from the results of the students of the philological 

faculty of the main subgroup by no more than 20%. 

5.3.3. Identify problems 

The duration of adaptation is associated with problems caused by the focus of the education system 

on the formation of a system of knowledge, and not on the development of students' thinking. 

First problem: it was found that it was difficult for students to perceive tasks that did not have a 

single unambiguous answer (for example, to describe the structure of Galileo's laboratory clock, their 

advantages and disadvantages, if they consisted of a bucket, a glass and scales) and suggesting the 

construction of a chain of reasoning (for example, to explain the lowering of the lever with the weight on 

Figure 5 at the moment of opening the hole in the upper vessel). Students accustomed to the fact that only 

the correct answer is important did not write down the reasoning that led to the answer. 
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 Galileo’s installation for determining the force of impact 

Second problem: initially, students were embarrassed to express 'strange' and 'absurd' ideas, but 

gradually they realized that such ideas can be the most productive. As soon as they found an idea that 

seemed 'optimal', they stopped coming up with new ones. It took some time for the students to realize that 

there can be several 'optimal' ideas, each of which takes into account other possibilities. 

Third problem: The requirement not only to write down the answer to the question of the NSC 

assignment, but also to argue this answer (or evaluate the reliability of the answer), was also initially 

perceived by students as unnecessary and unjustifiably laborious. Some students admitted that the most 

difficult for them was not the selection of arguments itself, but the creation of clear and precise 

formulations, the construction of logically verified phrases. Later, students of philology recognized such 

tasks as one of the most useful for their future professional activities. 

The fourth problem: students' poorly formed habit of critical assessment of educational material and 

discussing it with each other in a conversation format. 

Thus, the students identified “the need to think when looking for and formulating an answer to a 

question” as the most significant common difficulty at the beginning of work on NSC. 

5.4. Research on question 4  

The participants of the research were 32 students of the Physics, Mathematics and Natural Sciences 

of RUDN University. The control group included 165 students from eight groups of the same Faculty, who 

did not study the NSC. The course of lectures, tasks and tests were the same for the students of the 

experimental and control groups. 

To check the assimilation of natural science material by students, 8 on-line tests were used. Each 

test consisted of 10 questions related to different clusters of the studied topic and corresponding to the 

material of on-line lectures of the course 'Concepts of modern natural science'. Tests were graded on a 5-

point scale.  

The results of the control group were in the interval [4,13; 4,40] points (Figure 4). The empirical 

value of the t-test (t=1.08) for dependent samples is statistically insignificant for a significance level of 

0.05, that is, the results of students during the course did not change. Fluctuations in the average score were 

probably determined by the level of difficulty of the test items. Each test checked the assimilation of a new 

topic, which was loosely related to the material of the previous topics.  
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Since the material of the lectures was the same for all groups and was studied by students 

independently (there is no influence of the lecturer), and only the classes at seminars were different in which 

students of the experimental groups worked with NSC, and students of the control groups discussed the 

reports, it can be assumed that the positive dynamics of the experimental group related to learning using 

NSC. And since there is no direct connection between the content of NSC materials and the content of on-

line lectures, then, presumably, a positive effect was achieved due to a change in the thinking of students 

in the experimental group. This argument is also supported by the shape of the curve in Figure 4, which 

practically repeats the shapes of the curves of Figure 1, 3 that is, an increase in scores for tests that control 

the assimilation of programmed natural science material, corresponds to an increase in scores for 

completing creative and logical tasks of NSC.  

 

 

 The results of the tests performed by the experimental and control groups, where along the x-
axis is the test number, along the y-axis is the average score on a five-point scale 

6. Findings 

One of the tasks of the integrated science disciplines is the development of critical thinking in 

students without losing the quality of the natural science training itself. The vastness of the educational 

material in a limited time makes it ineffective when teaching such courses in using several different tools, 

each of which has its own purpose: the development of critical thinking, the formation of subject 

competencies, diagnostics of changes in the level of thinking, diagnostics of the assimilation of program 

material. Therefore, a new educational material for Russian students was created - NSC, which combines 

all these functions. 

NSC are based on real problems of natural sciences, built as a study in which students master the 

method of scientific cognition and work with tasks that are trainers of critical thinking - thinking creative, 

logical, reflective and rational. Working with the NSC has a positive effect on the development of critical 

thinking and the assimilation of natural science material by students. NSC assignments are a reliable and 

valid diagnostic tool for critical thinking. 
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7. Conclusion 

The conducted research allows us to assumed that there is a positive relationship between students' 

critical thinking skills and assimilation of science material. The use a set of NSC in the practice of teaching 

integrated science disciplines has a double positive effect: science serves as a good basis for the 

development of critical thinking, and an increase in the level of thinking contributes to a more productive 

assimilation of natural science material. This is largely due to the fact that when using NSC, teaching is 

carried out in accordance with the model of following the scientific method of cognition. 

NSC can be used as a tool for teaching and diagnosing critical thinking in natural science education. 

The continuation of the research concerns the influence of NSC assignments on other components 

of critical thinking, as well as motivation to study integrated natural science disciplines. 
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